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  . . with a little more weirdness. Enjoy this episode! In the opening segment of The New Adventures of WKRP In Cincinnati,
we get an introduction to the show’s universe by showing us the headquarters of WKRP’s station owner, Johnny Fever.

Afterward, we’re taken back to the station’s floor, where we meet the artists-in-residence and their work, and we get a special
appearance by the station’s sidekick, Mr. Carlson. With our inner-space exploring complete, we now return to the Earth’s

surface and can pick up where we left off with Mr. Carlson in a “Chevrolet” for more WKRP. While attempting to retrieve a
can of the camera that the robots had used to get their information, Jeff learns the reason why he felt so helpless in the last

episode’s fight against Zona, . . . I mean, “Cyclops.” We next see Jeff and his cohorts rehearsing their dance for the talent show
that will take place that evening. Marty and the kid offer their helping hands as Jeff struggles with the choreography. Next, we
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find Johnny Fever finally returning from his honeymoon. We then discover that WKRP’s parent company, Metromedia, has
moved its headquarters from Chicago to Los Angeles, and Johnny intends to take them with him to California. Johnny explains

that he wants to take a short sabbatical, and that he intends to spend his time touring Los Angeles, trying to find any other
WKRP In Cincinnatis in the city. Later, we see Johnny’s family enjoying their vacation on the beach. The episodes’ plot begins
here. For those of you who have never seen this episode, all I can say is “watch it and judge for yourself”. We next get a special

appearance by the ichthyoid robot. He arrives at the elevator that Jeff and company are using to go up to Johnny’s office.
“You’re late,” he tells them. He then proceeds to show Jeff the results of the latest adventures of the robot. Meanwhile, the
aliens arrive on the planet. They immediately take over the building and begin to exterminate all humans on the planet. Mr.

Carlson and Lisa work to save their friends and relatives from the 82157476af
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